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To Order Pure Rx-15 Call
(956) 361-0000
www.spipest.net

Description:
Pure Rx-15 is a powerful, yet safe, all-natural, bio-based cleaning property that was developed through recent advances in organic
chemistry. This product works by seeking out and sequestering contaminant materials at the molecular level, allowing nature to
quickly degrade the targeted material into a harmless by product.
Pure Rx-15 can be directly applied to any environment without concerns of chemical reaction, toxic build-up or contamination, which
makes this biodegradable product the perfect solution for all of your sanitation and preventative needs.

Cleaner / Disinfectant:
Pure Rx-15 kills viruses, mold, and bacteria, and can also be used as a disinfectant spray on any surface including ovens, floors,
counter tops, walls, furniture, and even yourself. There are no harmful odors or fumes expelled while using this non-toxic, eco-friendly product, which makes it perfect for restaurants, day cares, homes, hospitals, and businesses. Pure Rx-15 can be used as a soap,
sanitizer, or laundry detergent to disinfect clothing and other materials.
In independent studies, this product has enhanced anti-microbial activity to combat micro-organisms such as E. coli, Bacillus subtilis,
Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Candida albicans, and more.

Rx-15 Benefits

Application Examples

Safe for Humans & Animals

Hand Soap/Sanitizer

Suitable for Organic Agriculture

Laundry Detergent

Non-Toxic, Non-Flammable

All-Purpose Cleaner/Degreaser

Non-Hazardous, Non-Caustic

Wildlife Degreaser & Bio-Wash

100% Carcinogen & VOC Free

Commercial, Industrial, & Residential Disinfectant

Biodegradable & All-Natural

Ingredients: Proprietary Nano blend made from organic extracts of sugar cane, potato, coconut, palm, maize, soybean, grain,
herbal extract, and tree sap.

Our goal is to ensure your safety!
For more information, give us a call at 956-361-0000.
The buyer/user assumes all risk and liability resulting in the usage, storage, and/or handling of this product that is not in accordance with the terms of the products label. Hi-Tech &
SPI Pest by Esparza do not offer warranty of any kind with respects to this product. Hi-Tech & SPI Pest by Esparza obligations are limited to replacement of products for defective
material only. Hi-Tech & SPI Pest by Esparza shall not be liable for any injury, loss, or damage resulting in the direct or indirect misuse or inability to properly utilize this product.
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
REVISION DATE: August 01, 2014

IDENTITY: GREEN
CLEAN
Concentrate
Pure Rx-15
Concentrate

Section I: Manufacturer’s Information

866-231-3687
Emergency & Information Line:+91
281 2481199
WEB: www.shuklaashar.com

Manufacturer: SHUKLA
ASHAR IMPEX PVT.LTD
Hi-Tech Systems
Address:
205-206,
0RBIT PLAZA, DR. YAGNIK ROAD
Lamar University
RAJKOT 360 001. GUJARAT. INDIA
4400 S M L King Jr Pkwy, Beaumont, TX 77705
Section II: Ingredients Information
Ingredients
Non Chlorinated Water

CAS#
7732-18-5

Proprietary NANO BLEND made from Organic
Extracts of Sugar Cane, Potato, Coconut, Palm,
Maize, Soybean, Grains, Herbal Extracts and
Tree Saps. Contains no Chemical, Petroleum or
Synthetic ingredient. Manufactured from food
stock oils and farm product extracts
and
derivatives where possible. May contain all or
some of the ingredients mentioned herein.
Section lll: Hazardous Ingredients: NONE

N/A

CERTIFICATION

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT NO TOXIC CHEMICALS OR INSECTICIDES LISTED IN THE INSECTICIDES ACT, 1968 OR IN
ANY OF ITS SCHEDULES REVISED OR OTHERWISE NOR ANY KNOWN CARCINOGENIC ELEMENTS OR GROUP OF
ELEMENTS ARE EVER USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF GREEN CLEAN. THIS IS ALSO TO CERTIFY THAT GREEN
CLEAN IS A READILY BIODEGRADABLE FORMULATION.
Section lV: First Aid Measures
Ingestion:
Non-toxic
Inhalation::
Not applicable
See Section X for toxicology and carcinogenicity on product ingredients.

Skin Contact:
Emergency & First Aid Procedures:

Non-Irritant
None

Section V: Fire and Explosion Hazard Data
Flash Point:
¾ 220° C (TOC)
Flammable Limits:
None
LEL:
n/a
UEL:
n/a

Extinguishing Media:
Special Fire Fighting Procedures:
Usual Fire and Explosion Hazards:

None required
None required
None

Section VI: Accidental Spill Measures

Section VII: Handling and Storage

Steps to be taken in case material is released or spilled : None
Absorb or mop up with wet mop or wash away with water. Slippery.

Precautions to be taken in handling and storing: None
Other Precautions: Avoid freezing. If freezing occurs, thaw and stir.
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Section VII: Control Measures
Respiratory
None required
IDENTITY:Protection:
GREEN CLEAN Concentrate
Ventilation:
Local Exhaust:
None required
Mechanical (General):
Acceptable
Special:
None
Other:
None

Protective Gloves:
Eye Protection:

Not necessary
REVISION DATE:
August 01, 2014

Other Protective Clothing:
Work/Hygienic Practices:

Not required, prudent
handling recommended
None
required
Normal practices

PH:
Specific Gravity (H2O=1):
Melting Point:
Evaporation Rate (Butyl Acetate=1):

9.5 ( + .5)
1.05 to 1.10
n/a
.7

Compatibility (Materials to Avoid):
Hazardous Polymerization:

Turpentine
Will Not Occur

Section VIII: Physical Data
Boiling Point:
Vapor Pressure (mm Hg.):
Vapor density (AIR=1):
Solubility in Water:
Appearance & Odor:

> 100° C
17.0
.62
Complete
Clear, amber color w/mild scent.

Section I X: Reactivity Data
Stability:
Conditions to Avoid:

Stable
None Known

Section X: Health Hazard Data

1

1

Health Hazards (Acute and Chronic): This product poses no health hazards, but, as with all products, prudence in handling is recommended
Carcinogenicity:
NTP:
IARC Monographs:
OSHA Regulated:

None
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
No

1
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Signs & Symptoms of Exposure:

Medical Condition Aggravated by Exposure:
Emergency and First Aid Procedures:

None
None
None

REVISION DATE: August 01, 2014

IDENTITY: GREEN CLEAN Concentrate

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

Section VIII: Physical Data

IDENTITY:
CLEAN
Concentrate
Pure Rx-15
Concentrate
Boiling
Point: GREEN
> 100° C
Vapor Pressure (mm Hg.):
17.0
Vapor density (AIR=1):
.62
Solubility in Water:
Complete
Appearance & Odor:
Clear, amber color w/mild scent.
Section I: Manufacturer’s Information

REVISION
PH:
Specific Gravity (H2O=1):
Melting Point:
Evaporation Rate (Butyl Acetate=1):

Section I X: Reactivity Data
Manufacturer: SHUKLA
ASHAR IMPEX PVT.LTD
Hi-Tech Systems
Address:
205-206,
0RBIT PLAZA,
DR. YAGNIK ROAD
Lamar University
Stability:
Stable
RAJKOT
360
001.
GUJARAT.
INDIA
Conditions to Avoid:
None Known
4400 S M L King Jr Pkwy,
Beaumont, TX 77705
Section II: Ingredients Information
Section X: Health Hazard Data

DATE:
01, 2014
9.5 ( +August
.5)
1.05 to 1.10
n/a
.7

866-231-3687
Emergency & Information Line:+91
281 2481199
www.shuklaashar.com
Compatibility (Materials to Avoid): WEB: Turpentine
Hazardous Polymerization:
Will Not Occur

Ingredients
Non Chlorinated Water

CAS#
7732-18-5

Health Hazards (Acute and Chronic): This product poses no health hazards, but, as with all products, prudence in handling is recommended
Carcinogenicity:
NTP:
IARC Monographs:
OSHA Regulated:
Section XI: Ecological Information
Eco-toxicity:
Aquatic Toxicity:
Section XII: Disposal

None
Signs & Symptoms of Exposure:
None
Organic
NotProprietary
Applicable NANO BLEND made from
None
Medical
Condition Aggravated by Exposure:
of Sugar Cane, Potato, Coconut,
Palm, and First Aid Procedures:
None
Emergency
NotExtracts
Applicable
N/A
No Maize, Soybean, Grains, Herbal Extracts and
Tree Saps. Contains no Chemical, Petroleum or
Synthetic ingredient. Manufactured from food
stock oils and farm product extracts
and
None
Degradability:
Readily Biodegradable
None
derivatives where possible. May contain all or
some of the ingredients mentioned herein.
Section XIV: Transportation Information
DOT Proper Shipping Name – None
This substance is considered to be non-hazardous for transport.
CERTIFICATION
IATA This substance is considered to be non-hazardous for air transport.

Ingredients
contained are
not listed as
hazardous waste.
Section
lll: Hazardous
Ingredients:
NONE
Safe to wash into waste and drain systems.

Section XIII: Regulatory
Information
THIS
IS TO CERTIFY THAT NO TOXIC CHEMICALS OR INSECTICIDES LISTED IN THE INSECTICIDES ACT, 1968 OR IN
Toxic Substance ControlANY
Act: OF ITS SCHEDULES REVISED OR OTHERWISE NOR ANY KNOWN CARCINOGENIC ELEMENTS OR GROUP OF
Hazardous Substances:ELEMENTS ARENone
EVER USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF GREEN CLEAN. THIS IS ALSO TO CERTIFY THAT GREEN
CLEAN IS A READILY BIODEGRADABLE FORMULATION.
HAZARD RATING
Fire
Section XIV: Other Information
Health
Flammability
Section lV: First Aid Measures
Reactivity
Ingestion:
Non-toxic
PPE
Inhalation::
Not
applicable
See Section X for toxicology and carcinogenicity on product ingredients.

0

4- EXTREME
Health
3- HIGH
Skin Contact:
2- MODERATE Non-Irritant
Emergency & First Aid Procedures:
None
1- SLIGHT
0- INSIGNIFICANT Special

0
0
0
0

0

Section V: Fire and Explosion Hazard Data
Flash Point:
¾ 220° C (TOC)
Flammable Limits:
None
LEL:
n/a
UEL:
n/a

Extinguishing Media:
Special Fire Fighting Procedures:
Usual Fire and Explosion Hazards:

0

Reactivity

None required
None required
None

Section VI: Accidental Spill Measures

Section VII: Handling and Storage

Steps to be taken in case material is released or spilled : None
Absorb or mop up with wet mop or wash away with water. Slippery.

Precautions to be taken in handling and storing: None
Other Precautions: Avoid freezing. If freezing occurs, thaw and stir.

Section VII: Control Measures
Respiratory Protection:
Ventilation:
Local Exhaust:
Mechanical (General):
Special:
Other:

None required
None required
Acceptable
None
None

Protective Gloves:
Eye Protection:

2

Other Protective Clothing:
Work/Hygienic Practices:

1

2
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2

Not necessary
Not required, prudent
handling recommended
None
required
Normal practices

Pure
Pure

CARPET& RUGS: Spot and stain removal, spray generously. Dwell time: 1 or 2 minutes. Pat (do not rub) the stain with a clean wet cloth. Then
dry with a dry cloth or vacuum. NOTE: Remove ALL residues to prevent further staining.
PAINT: To remove fresh paint from carpet, spray generously. Allow 5 minutes dwell time. Pat, do not rub, with a clean damp cloth until the paint
is removed. A second application may be needed.
UPHOLSTERY: Lightly mist a cloth with Pure Rx-15. Gently PAT the area to be cleaned. If really dirty or greasy, lightly scrub with a dampened
brush, or terry cloth. Wipe with a damp cloth.
DISHES: Because Pure Rx-15 cleans with fewer suds, (no phosphates) you may ask whether your dishes are clean. They are. If you doubt it,
run your finger over a cleaned dish. If it squeaks, your dish is clean. Spray dishes as soon as practical after use. Rinse thoroughly and dry.
Some people prefer to spray Pure Rx-15 directly on a sponge and then wipe dishes. Others prefer to add a tablespoon or so to a pan or sink
of water and immerse dish ware under water.
POTS & PANS: Pots & pans are easier to clean if rinsed, sprayed and left to soak during your meal. As you empty a pot or pan, rinse and spray
it. Let it dwell. You can wash it immediately with hot water or spray it and wait until later.
Pure Rx-15 will loosen all the food. BURNED FOOD: Add a tablespoon of concentrated Pure Rx-15 plus hot water. Let it dwell 20 minutes. The
burnt food and smell will rinse away.
HANDWASH: The Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) of popular hand soap warns to avoid skin contact by using rubber gloves. (It does not
contain carcinogenic chemicals) Pure Rx-15 carries no such warnings. Keep a foamer bottle everywhere you wash your hands. Simply
pump a few squirts into your hands, lather and rinse. Suggestion: Carry a small bottle at all times to spray shopping carts, doorknobs and toilet
seats before touching.
SHAMPOO & SHOWER: In the shower, use it as any other shampoo or liquid soap. (It is low suds, yet effective.)
SHAVING: To soften whiskers, pump the hand soap into your hands and apply directly to the whiskers. It is a remarkable beard softener. Apply
normal lather before shaving. Aftershave lotion is not needed. Pure Rx-15 can be used to shave legs. Acne victims can use it to wash their
faces.
HEAVY DUTY USES - BRAKE DRUMS: Spray brake drums. Let dwell for 5 minutes then wash off.
BOATS: To remove carbon, oil, diesel grime, bird droppings, mold and scum from fiberglass and vinyl seats, spray liberally and rinse well. Dry
with a soft cloth. Buff with a second cloth.
BRICKS: Rinse area to be cleaned. Dip a stiff brush into solution and brush onto bricks then rinse.
DECKS: (Wood) Rinse your deck. Scrub with a stiff brush. If using a pressure washer, use half as much Rx-15.
DRAINS, PLUGGED: Pour 2 cups of Pure Rx-15 into the drain. Let it dwell 10 to 20 minutes. Plunge with a Plumbers Helper. Repeat as
needed. This will work for soap scum and grease. It will not dissolve hair or napkins. Regular use of Pure Rx-15 helps prevent grease, soap
and sludge build up.
DIESELSTAINS: Wet with hot water and spray generously. Let it dwell several minutes and agitate with a brush. Diesel stains are tough. Repeat
until stains are gone.
DRIVEWAYSI GARAGEFLOORS: Wet with hot water. Spray Pure Rx-15 on stains and let it dwell until oil is dissolved. Agitate with a stiff broom
then rinse. Repeat, if necessary.
www.spipest.net

ENGINES: Hose off the warm engine. Spray and let dwell until grease is dissolved. Agitate with a stiff brush. Rinse with strong water pressure.
FECAL MATTER: Health conscious people are concerned with the hand washing habits of some of the public. Recent studies found significant
fecal matter in public areas ranging from restrooms, bowling balls, theater seats and shopping carts. To Protect yourself carry a small bottle of
Pure Rx-15. Spray any public surface you may touch.
FENCING: To clean dirty fencing, hose with water. Dip a stiff brush into the mixture, rub briskly and rinse.
GASOLINE: Spray generously and agitate with a brush during dwell time then rinse away.
GRILLS: Wet with hot water then spray generously with CIMR- H. Let it dwell until the grease is dissolved. Scrub with a stiff brush. Repeat if
necessary. If the grill has been neglected, soak it in a mixture of Pure Rx-15 and hot water until all grease is loosened.
NICOTINE STAINS: Hard surfaces: Spray generously, allow several minutes of dwell time, and then wipe off the yellowish stain with a wet
cloth.
OVEN: Remove the racks and soak them in hot water and Pure Rx-15. Warm the oven to 100 degrees. Mist with water. If here is a heavy
build-up of burned food, scrape it off with a stiff brush, then spray. Let it dwell for 10 minutes then wipe away the grease. If it has been neglected, repeat the process. When the grease and burned food is loosened on the racks, finish the job by wiping with a wet cloth.
PAINT BRUSHES: If stiff and dry: soak overnight in a strong solution. Agitate frequently. Rinse and let dry.
PAINT CLEAN-UP: While the paint is fresh, spray and wipe with a clean cloth. If on carpet, do not rub. Pat it.
PLASTIC, BURNED ON: (Tough job) Spray and let dwell until it dissolves. Scrub with a Tuffy and rinse. Repeat until you are satisfied.
PRINTING INK: Spray the area to be cleaned and let it dwell until the ink softens. Wipe with a damp cloth. Printers use either organic or inorganic ink. Pure Rx-15 works on organic ink.
SEWER LINES: Regular use of Pure Rx-15 in baths, laundry and kitchens keeps sewer lines free of soap and grease build up.
SEWER PLANTS: Regular use of Pure Rx-15 in the sewer lines keeps grease balls dissolved in the sewer plant. The pumps work with less
friction and run smoother.
SOOT: Rinse away loose soot, and then spray liberally. Allow ample dwell time then wipe with a big brush or broom.
TOBACCO RESIDUES: Remove nicotine stains by washing ashtrays, walls, all hard surfaces and fabrics.
TOBACCO STAINS: To remove stains on walls, doors, tables, etc., spray directly on stain. Wipe with a damp cloth. Smokers report that a touch
of Hand Soap on their toothpaste removes stains from their teeth.
VENTS: If removable, remove and spray with Pure Rx-15. Let vents dwell then rinse with water, if non-removable, spray on a damp cloth and
wipe vent.
LAUNDRY: You will love it! It contains no phosphates and leaves no harmful chemicals to be absorbed by the skin. Adjust according to the
degree of soil and whether you have soft or hard water. Pure Rx-15 contains no bleach. To keep whites white, add a, cup baking soda or borax.
Pre wash diapers in cold water to remove the urine and feces, and then wash in hot water.
Silks: Can be washed on the gently cycle (if washable). For stains, spots and sweaty areas wet then spray with Pure Rx-15. Let it dwell, then
agitate until the spot or stain is gone. Wash normally.
MISCELLANEOUS-USES
CAT LITTER BOXES: To clean, spray liberally.
CAULKING, DRIED: Spray on area to be cleaned. Allow moderate dwell time. Wipe with a damp terry cloth.
CLOSETS: Wipe shelves, walls & floors of closets with a cloth dampened with Pure Rx-15.
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CRAYON: For hard surfaces like mica cabinets, spray the mark and let it dwell until the mark becomes soft. Remove with a damp terry cloth
or sponge. On painted walls or wallboard, test paint durability on a hidden area first. If no paint is removed, spray Pure Rx-15 on a damp cloth
and rub gently. If you rub too hard, you may rub through the paint. Rinse with a clean, damp cloth.
DENTURES: Soak a few minutes. Rinse well.
DIAPER PAILS: Spray diaper pails generously.
DOORS & DOOR FRAMES: To clean fingerprints from doors & frames, spray onto a clean, damp terry cloth, or spray directly onto the surface.
Wipe with a damp cloth or sponge. To remove heavy dirt and grime, allow additional dwell time. Wipe with a damp cloth or sponge.
FANS, CEILING: Spray and wipe the blades with a clean cloth. Spray a damp cloth and clean the motor housing. Wipe with a second damp
cloth.
FLOORS: Spray on floor and buff with a damp mop or damp cloth.
FLOWERS: To prolong the life of cut flowers, add a teaspoon to the vase of water.
FIREPLACES/GLASS DOORS: To remove the oily buildup from glass doors, spray while doors are warm. Wipe with a damp cloth. The
cleaner will leave a residue that can be rinsed off with warm water.
GOLFCLUBS: Spray, then wipe with a clean cloth.
GUM REMOVAL: From hair: soak with Pure Rx-15, then gently massage into gum until it begins to break apart. Rinse and comb out. From
carpet: Soak it with Pure Rx-15, then gently massage into gum until it begins to break apart and remove with a stiff brush.
HEEL MARKS & SCUFFS: Spray the area and allow a few minutes dwell time. Rub with a terry cloth. Repeat, if necessary.
INK STAINS: Ballpoint (organic): Wet the stain with warm water then spray. Work into the stain. Pat with a dry cloth. If stubborn, spray again.
If the material is washable, wash normally. If non-washable, blot off with a damp cloth. Pure Rx-15 works on organic ink only.
KITCHEN: Some of our most potent health hazards are encountered in the kitchen. Our health depends on removing these hazards.
CABINETS: spray, then wipe with a clean damp cloth. Countertops: To wash away soils and stains, spray, then wipe
with a damp cloth or sponge. To remove stains, scrub with aTuffy.
DISHWASHER: Spray Pure Rx-15 on a cloth and wipe the dishwasher exterior then rinse.
DRAWERS: Empty the drawers. If a mica finish, spray directly into the drawer. Wipe with a damp cloth. Wipe dry. If it is a wood finish, spray
Rx-15 onto a damp cloth. Wipe the drawer, including the sides. Rinse with a second damp cloth.
DRY FLOORS: Sweep or dust mop to remove dirt and grit. Spray the solution onto a damp sponge or mop, then mop the floor. For hard spots,
spray solution directly on the stubborn spot. Allow some dwell time, and then agitate it until the stain is gone.
RANGE HOOD: Spray the hood then wipe with a damp cloth. If the grease screen is heavily encrusted, scrub with a brush. Rinse thoroughly.
STOVE TOP: Spray and let dwell. Wipe with a damp cloth. Burned food needs more dwell time and a tuffy. Repeat as needed. If you have a
solid top, dry it with a soft cloth to restore the luster.
MEDICINE CABINET: Unload first. Spray and wipe with a damp cloth or sponge.
MOBILE I MOTOR HOME EXTERIOR: Rinse the exterior with water. Dip brush into the solution and brush onto surface. Scrub those spots
that are stubborn. Rinse with clean water. Use less of the solution in a power washer.
OILYSPOTS: Spray with hot water, then Pure Rx-15. Let it dwell until the oil loosens. Wipe with damp cloth. Repeat if necessary.
OVER SPRAY :( paint) Professional auto painters advise that Pure Rx-15 is the only remedy they have found to remove over spray without
damaging the rubber.
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PERMANENT MARKER (organic): On hard surfaces spray and agitate with a stiff brush or damp terry cloth. Allow dwell time, and then wipe it
off. On carpet or fabric, spray Pure Rx-15 on a damp cloth, and then gently pat the spot until it is lifted out. Repeat if necessary.
PLANTS, SILK: Take plants outside. Rinse with water. Spray with Pure Rx-15. Let dwell for 1minute then rinse well.
PUBLIC RESTROOMS: Before touching any area in a public restroom, clean it with Pure Rx-15.
RUST: This challenge requires "elbow grease." Wet area with hot water and spray generously. Allow 10 minutes dwell time. Scrub with a stiff
brush, tuffy or fine steel wool. Reapply as needed then rinse well.
SCREENS: Rinse with water. Mix one cup to 2 gallons water. Dip a soft brush into solution and brush on screen then rinse.
SPA: For a fun bubble bath while cleaning your spa water and pump, add solution into bath.
SPONGES: Spray liberally, permit several minutes of dwell time then rinse well.
STUCCO: Wet the area to be cleaned with warm water. Spray thoroughly. Brush with a stiff brush or broom then rinse.
aSWIMMING POOLS: Remove dirt and soil around the pool by' spraying directly and scrubbing the area. Colloidal cleaners do not work well
in chlorinated swimming pool water.
TOYS: Spray generously. Allow 10 minutes dwell time. Wipe with a damp cloth. Rinse and dry.
WALLS: Spray Pure Rx-15 on a damp cloth and wash walls. WALLPAPER: Caution. Pure Rx-15 can dissolve some soft
wallpaper. Vinyl paper is safe. Spray lightly, then wipe gently with a damp terry cloth.
Non-vinyl wallpaper: Test on an out of way spot to see if the paper will be damaged. If it will clean without damage, spray Pure Rx-15 on a soft
damp cloth. Blot; don't rub. Blot with a second slightly damp cloth. Dry it with a soft dry cloth or hair dryer.
PETCARE: Pure Rx-15 baths will leave the fur soft and lustrous. It will not
harm your pet if the pet licks itself.
CATS: Cats don't like water, so spray Pure Rx-15 on a soft cloth and stroke the cat with the cloth.
DOG SHAMPOO: Simply spray Pure Rx-15 directly onto the wet pet. Lather and rinse thoroughly.
SKUNK: To remove skunk residue, bathe the pet with Pure Rx-15 and repeat. Spray any surface sprayed by the skunk.
VEGETABLES: IMPORTANT; When farmers spray insecticides on fruit and vegetables, they must use oil covered poisons, or else the
rain will wash them away. Ordinary "veggie" washes cannot dissolve the oil; which means people are ingesting the pesticides.
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES: To remove insecticides, grime, bugs, wax and crud, rinse, then spray with Pure Rx-15. For apples, carrots or
other hard produce, rub briskly by hand or with a small scrub brush. Rinse under running water. Rinse well. You will be amazed at the amount
of stuff that is removed!
PESTICIDE REMOVAL: Spray object liberally with Pure Rx-15.
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Ref. 1
Hidalgo County - Health and Human Services
Richard Salinas
Public Health Coordinator
(956) 383-6221
1304 S. 25th Edinburg, Tx. 78539

Ref. 2
Hidalgo I.S.D.
Xavier Salinas
Superintendent
(956) 843-3174
P.O. Box 8220 Hidalgo, Tx 78557

Ref. 3
City of Port Isabel - Police Department
Robert Lopez
Chief of Police Port Isabel
(956) 943-2727
110 W. Hichman Ave. Port Isabel, Tx. 78578

Ref. 4
Valley Baptist Church
Othal Brand
Director
(956) 585-4393

Ref. 5

1600 S. Bus. 83 Mission, Tx. 78572
Corpus Christi Naval Base
Michael Franco
Contract Manager
(915) 472-4444
7738 Enchanted Ridge, El Paso, Tx. 79911
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